We have several Patient Service Centers
throughout the area. See our full list online.
SimpleLaboratories.com/PSC

Friendly & affordable patient care.
At Simple Laboratories
we believe the lab process should be
transparent, informative and simple.
Friendly + Convenient Services


We’re a compassionate + courteous
team of trained professionals.



No wait / no appointment needed
(unless otherwise instructed).



We’re located in the area.

Quality Results


Next day results for most tests, sent
directly to your physician.



We’re a state-of-the-art, industry-leading,
local testing facility.

We’re in the neighborhood — stop on by!

Choose Simple Laboratories
for your lab tests!

 w devon ave

I-94 

The Simple Price
We care about making healthcare
affordable and offer one transparent
price no matter how you pay —
insurance, credit, cash.

SimpleLaboratories.com/PSC

Affordable Patient Prices
 Friendly + Convenient Services
 Quality Results


 n nagle ave



patient
service
center

 i-90 + jefferson park sta.

Simple Laboratories HQ
5960 N. Milwaukee Ave
Chicago, IL 60646
773.775.6697

Let’s be friends! Find us on:
Facebook  Twitter  Google+  Instagram  LinkedIn

We’re a Chicago-based lab
serving patients throughout
Illinois + Northwest Indiana.

Preparing for your Visit
Items to Bring


A prescription from your physician



Insurance card



Picture identification



Cash or credit card for
payment

What to Expect


The procedure is usually brief
and uneventful; most appointments last less than 15 minutes.



We'll begin by gently pressing
against your skin to locate the
best vein. We'll then clean the
area with an alcohol pad, and tie
a tourniquet around your arm to
increase blood flow.

Drink Water!




The more water you drink,
the plumper your veins
become, and the easier it
is for us to draw your blood.



For urine tests, the fuller your
bladder, the easier it will be
for you to provide a sample.

Do I Need to Fast?


After your Visit

Some tests require fasting
before drawing your blood.
Contact your physician to
find out the requirements
for your specific test(s).

Minor bruising and swelling
around the puncture site may
occur and is normal. If you do
notice bruising, it should go
away within a few days.

Results


Results will be sent directly to
your physician.



Most results are available the
next day.

Feedback about your experience? Fill out our quick survey online + enter for a chance to win!

Let us Know if you...
...Are nervous or have fainted in the past.
Chatting helps! We'll talk with
you throughout the process
to help you relax. We can
also keep needles out of
sight or position you so
you're less likely to faint.

...Have shy veins.
We’re skilled at drawing blood from all
types of patients. To coax out a shy
vein, we might tighten the tourniquet,
examine your veins, or place a warm
pad against your skin.
...Are allergic to latex.
We’ll make sure to avoid any
latex products.

Please Note


Our centers are not staffed to
watch children; we require
children to be supervised by
an adult at all times.

SimpleLaboratories.com/Survey

